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ABSTRACT 

In the framework of RPV surveillance program, one of the main parameter of the 

Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) integrity assessment is the determination of the fracture 

toughness. This parameter is derived from the fast neutron fluence on the RPV. Its calculated 

value is extrapolated using neutron transport codes from measured reaction rate on dosimeters 

located on the core barrel.  

 The reference calculation of the neutron flux over 1MeV for a 900 MWe reactor 

considered in this paper is based on a 3D modelisation of one eighth of the reactor from the 

core to the primary concrete, including internals and capsules. It considers the geometrical 

dimensions of pins, fuel lattice and internals at cold shutdown. The water in the bypass region 

is divided in four sectors between two formers, one uniform water temperature is considered 

in each sector. The axial distribution of water temperature in the bypass region is defined to 

match the coolant inlet and outlet temperature. This paper presents a study on the sensitivity 

of the neutron flux of energy over 1 MeV on a 900 MWe reactor RPV and at surveillance 

capsules when considering a refine mesh for the modelisation of the water temperature 

variations in the bypass calculated by gamma and neutron energy deposition and the 

calculated thermomechanical expansion of the internals. 

  To carry out this study, a four steps methodology has been developed involving a 

deterministic code (COCCINELLE) to evaluate pin by pin power of a given cycle, a 3D 

stochastic code (TRIPOLI4) to determine the  and n deposited energy in solids and fluids, 

thermohydraulic codes Code_Saturne and SYRTHES dedicated to the calculation of the 

temperatures of fluid (water) and solid (internals), the code Aster to evaluate the 

thermomechanical expansion of the internals. A final calculation done with the 3D stochastic 

code (TRIPOLI4) is realized taking into account the new temperature fields with a refine 

mesh and thermomechanical expansions to evaluate the impact of these more realistic 

assumptions compared to the reference calculation. 
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  The results obtained allow us to conclude that the reference 3D modelisation of one 

eighth of the reactor from the core to the primary concrete, including internals and capsules 

which considers the geometrical values of pins, fuel lattice and internals at cold shutdown and 

a four sectors mesh of water temperature between two formers is sufficiently accurate at this 

level of refinement to calculate the neutron flux over 1MeV at RPV and surveillance capsules. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 Fast neutron fluence on the reactor pressure vessel is the parameter used for the 

determination of the fracture toughness and the integrity of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). 

In order to guarantee the good performance and safety of the 58 PWR composing the French 

nuclear fleet, pressure vessel fluence and ex-core neutron shielding studies are performed.  

  In the framework of the dosimetry surveillance program, the fast neutron fluence is 

extrapolated from measured reaction rate value on dosimeters located on the core barrel using 

neutron transport codes. The reference calculation of the neutron flux of energy over 1 MeV 

for a 900 MWe reactor is based on a 3D modelisation of one eighth of the reactor from the 

core to the primary concrete, including internals and capsules. It considers the geometrical 

values of pins, fuel lattice and internals at cold shutdown. The water in the bypass region is 

divided in four sectors between two formers, one uniform water temperature is considered in 

each sector. The axial distribution of water temperature in the bypass region is defined to 

match the coolant inlet and outlet temperature.  

  This paper presents a study on the sensitivity of the neutron flux over 1 MeV on a 900 

MWe reactor RPV and at surveillance capsules when considering a refine mesh for the 

modelisation of water temperature variations in the bypass calculated by deposited gamma ( 

and neutron (n) energy and the calculated thermomechanical expansion of the internals. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the impact of more realistic assumptions (refine 

mesh of water temperature fields in the bypass based on  and n energy deposition and the 

induced thermomechanical expansion of the internals) on the neutron flux over 1 MeV on a 

900MWe reactor RPV and at surveillance capsules compared to the one considered in the 

reference calculation. 

 To carry out this study, a four steps methodology has been developed. Figure 1 presents 

the chaining of the four steps methodology. This methodology involves : 

- the pin by pin power values of a given cycle evaluated by the core calculation code 

COCCINELLE (2-group diffusion, JEF2.2), [1], which is a part of the EDF reference core 

calculation chain, CASSIOPEE are considered as input entries to a 3D stochastic 

calculation done by the CEA Monte Carlo code TRIPOLI4.9, [2], to calculate the  and n 

energy deposition in solids and fluids in the reference modelisation of one eighth of the 

reactor from the core to the primary concrete, including internals and capsules ; 

- these deposited energy allow the calculation of temperatures fields in fluids by 

Code_Saturne, [3], (a general purpose computational fluid dynamics free computer 

software package developed since 1997 at EDF R&D) and in solids by the code 

SYRTHES, [3], (dedicated to transient thermal simulations in complex solid geometries 

and which can be coupled with the Code_Saturne) ; 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_fluid_dynamics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89lectricit%C3%A9_de_France
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Figure 1 : Four steps methodology 

- the temperature fields are used by the 

code Aster, [4] (dedicated to finite 

element analysis and numerical 

simulation in structural mechanics) in 

order to evaluate the thermomechanical 

expansion of the internals ; 

- the reference 3D modelisation of one 

eighth of the reactor is then modified to 

take into account a refine mesh of water 

temperature field in the bypass region 

(determined at the second step of the 

methodology) and the thermomechanical 

expansion of the internals (step 3). The 

3D stochastic calculations done by the 

CEA Monte Carlo code TRIPOLI4.9 

allow the calculation of flux over 1MeV 

on RPV and at surveillance capsules. 

Finally, the results are compared to those 

obtained with the reference calculation. 

2.1 Energy deposition calculation 

The calculation is realized by the 3D Monte Carlo code, TRIPOLI version 4.9, [2], 

associated to the cross section library CEA2005 recommended by CEA. This library is mainly 

constituted by the JEFF3.1.1 cross section library, [5], used for transportation and fission 

spectra. 

  The cycle used in this study is representative of a standard fuel pattern of a 900MWe 

PWR. Each 17x17 fuel assembly located in the core of the reactor is modeled pin by pin. The 

axial distribution of water temperature is defined to match the coolant inlet and outlet 

temperature with linear variations. The baffle is modeled and for energy deposition 

calculation is divided in a specific mesh (4 layers - 7mm depth), as shown on the following 

figure. By-pass region water and baffle formers are located between the core baffle and the 

barrel. Formers are represented as horizontal stainless steel plates and only one mesh is 

considered per former. Hot water is divided in 4 sectors as shown on following figures. 

Between two following formers, the temperature is considered uniform per sector, the 

temperature distribution on the whole bypass region is defined to match the inlet and outlet 

water temperature. 

  The core barrel between the by-pass and the downcomer is also divided in a refine mesh 

(angular mesh every 10° from 0 to 45°, thickness divided in three radial meshes) in order to 

calculate the energy deposition. The deposited energy coming from neutrons and gamma 

particles (including straight gamma and (n, ) interactions but not delayed gamma – less than 

10% of the total score) is calculated in each mesh of the baffle, the formers, the bypass region 

and the core barrel. The output values per mesh are then considered as input data for thermal 

and thermohydraulic calculations. 
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Figure 2 : Radial and axial view of the modelisation for energy deposition calculation 

2.2 Thermal and thermohydraulic calculations 

Thermal fields’calculations are based on energy deposition (neutron and gamma 

heating) but also on the cooling induced by the water flow on structures thanks to the 

coupling of the EDF thermohydraulic Code_Saturne software, [3], which solves the averaged 

Navier Stokes equations using a finite volume approach and thermal SYRTHES code using a 

finite element approach, [3]. 

 

Figure 3 : Detailed view of the solid mesh 

 A very refine mesh is considered in the 3D 

modelisation of 1/8th of the reactor for both 

zones, respectively 28,6 millions of linear 

tetrahedral in solids (baffle, formers, 

barrel...), figure 3, and about 7 millions of 

elements in water. 

 The thermal fields obtained from these 

fluid/solid coupling calculations are used by 

thermomechanical calculation to determine 

the expansion of internals. 

2.3 Thermomechanical calculation 

A 3D modelisation of 1/8th of the reactor is considered including baffle, formers and 

barrel for the internals description on which the thermal fields previously determined are 

applied. 

  As nominal operating conditions are considered, the thermal shield is isothermal and its 

temperature is equal to the cold leg one and the external wall of the barrel one. Considering 

that the thermal shield is fixed to the core barrel by means of pins and screws, its 
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displacement is considered equal to that of the external wall of the core barrel which already 

takes into account the thermal expansion at the same temperature. An homogeneous 

temperature of 286°C is considered for the RPV (because of the presence of an heat insulator 

on its external wall). Therefore, only the internal pressure of 155 bars is taken into account in 

the expansion calculation of the vessel.  

  The maximum displacements in mm and the density/density are calculated by the EDF 

code Aster, [4], for each element of internals and the vessel to be considered in the final 

calculation step. 

2.4 Flux of neutrons of energy over 1 MeV calculation 

A post treatment of the thermal fields allows to define the mean temperature in each 

mesh of a refine mesh (bigger than the one used by the thermohydraulic code) of water 

temperature (density) in the bypass region for the Monte Carlo particles transport 

calculations. The refine mesh (4200 meshes compared to the 16 meshes in the reference 

calculation) of water temperature is only considered in sector 1 and 2 and between formers 

R2-R3, R3-R4, R4-R5 and R5-R6 as following : 

- in radial : respectively 8 x 2 and 9 x 6 meshes for sector 1 and 2 

- in axial : 15 meshes between two following formers 

The choice to limit the mesh to sector 1 and 2 and formers 2 to 6 is imposed by the 

position of the mainly contributing fuel assemblies to flux over 1MeV at RPV hot spot and 

capsules, namely peripheral fuel assemblies A08, A09, B09, B10 and B11, figure 4. 

  

Figure 4 : Radial and axial view of the modelisation for Flux over 1MeV calculation 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Neutrons and gamma energy deposition 

A view of the energy deposition spatial distribution calculated by the 3D Monte-Carlo 

code TRIPOLI4.9 on a standard fuel pattern of a 900 MWe reactor is presented on figure 5. 
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Figure 5 : Total energy deposition spatial distribution 

As expected the maximum deposit is 

located around the corners the nearest 

to the core. Values as high as 11,6 

MW/m3 can be encountered in 

limited region of the baffle while 

bolts connected to the barrel (far 

from the core) see at most 3 MW/m3. 

The deposit inside the water itself has 

also been estimated. The highest 

value (0,74 MW/m3) is obtained in 

sector 1 (cavity 2-3) and the lowest 

(0,40 MW/m3) in sector 4 (cavity 4-

5). Very little variations are observed 

between cavities (from 2-3 to 5-6) 

per sector.  

These values of deposited energy in water are taken into account in the 

thermohydraulics and thermal calculations though it turns out to have very little influence on 

the fluid temperature and consequently on the solid temperature. This is coherent with the 

observation given in [3]. 

3.2 Fluid Temperature in bypass 

Considering that the purpose of this study is to evaluate the sensibility of the flux over 1 

MeV at RPV hot spot and capsules to a refine mesh of water temperature in the bypass (which 

impacts mostly neutrons transport), only the results of fluid temperature are presented but 

both fluid and solid temperatures are considered at the next calculation step which is the 

thermomechanical expansion calculation. 

 

 

 
Figure 6 : Water temperature spatial distribution 

 Figure 6 presents the spatial distribution of fluid temperature in the bypass evaluated 

for the previous neutrons and gamma energy deposition. An increase of fluid temperature 
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between the bottom and the top of internals of about 20°C is observed. The fluid temperatures 

are non homogeneous inside cavities.  

3.3 Thermomechanical expansion of internals 

Considering the maximum variation of displacement and density obtained by the Aster 

code for baffle and barrel between former 2 and former 5, the following values are considered 

in the next step calculation : 

Table 1 : Values considered for thermomechanical expansion of internals 

Internals Δx (in cm) Δdensity/density in % 

baffle +0,80 -1,47 

barrel +0,83 -1,45 

thermal shield +0,83 0 

beltline and RPV +0,88 -1,04 

Furthermore, geometrical values of the core lattice, fuel pellets and clads have also been 

modified to take into account their expansion. The following table presents the relative values 

considered, [6] : 

Table 2 : Values considered for thermomechanical expansion of the core 

Core  x/x in % 
Δdensity/density in %

Lattice  0,50 

Pellets  0,77 -3,75 

Clad  -0,13 -0,42 

3.4 Flux over 1MeV at RPV hot spot and capsules 

Considering the calculated water temperature fields and the thermomechanical 

expansion of core and internals, the fluxes over 1MeV calculated at RPV hot spot and 

capsules by the 3D Monte Carlo code TRIPOLI4.9 in the configuration previously presented 

are given in table 3. 

Table 3 : Impact on flux over 1MeV at RPV hot spot and capsules 

RPV Impact of refine temperature mesh 
Impact of refine temperature mesh 

+ thermomechanical expansion 

Hot spot 0.43 % 1.74 % 
  

Mean value  Impact of refine temperature mesh 
Impact of refine temperature mesh 

+ thermomechanical expansion 

 Capsule (17°) 0,90 % 1,97 % 

Capsule (20°) 1,07 % 2,00 % 

Impact = (modified geometry – reference geometry)/reference geometry 

These results show that refining the temperature mesh of water in the bypass to 4200 

meshes leads to a very limited impact on the flux over 1MeV at RPV hot spot and capsules 

limited to 1 %. 

The cumulative consideration of a refine temperature mesh of water in the bypass and 

of the thermomechanical expansion of core and internals leads to an impact equal to 2% on 

RPV hot spot and capsules flux over 1MeV. This impact is then not significant. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented a study on the sensitivity of the neutron flux over 1 MeV on a 

900 MWe reactor RPV and at surveillance capsules when considering a refine mesh of water 

temperature in the bypass calculated by  and n energy deposition and the calculated 

thermomechanical expansion of the internals. 

 An original four steps methodology has been developed involving a deterministic code 

(COCCINELLE) to evaluate pin by pin power of a given campaign, a 3D stochastic code 

(TRIPOLI4) to determine the  and n energy deposition in solids and fluids, thermohydraulic 

codes Code_Saturne and SYRTHES dedicated to the calculation of the temperatures of fluid 

(water) and solid (internals), the code Aster to evaluate the thermomechanical expansion of 

the internals. A final calculation done with the 3D stochastic code (TRIPOLI4) is realized 

taking into account the temperature fields with a refine mesh and thermomechanical 

expansions to evaluate the impact of these more realistic assumptions compared to the 

reference calculation. 

 The consideration of a refine mesh of thermohydraulic load in the bypass region 

calculated by code_Saturne by taking into account the energy deposition in fluid and solid 

leads to an impact on neutron flux over 1 MeV at RPV hot spot and surveillance capsules less 

than 1%. The cumulative impact of the consideration of the thermohydraulic load in the 

bypass region and the thermomechanical expansion of the fuel pins, lattice and the internals 

on the calculations of the neutron flux over 1 MeV is limited to less than 2% at the RPV hot 

spot and surveillance capsules. 

  These results allow us to conclude that the reference 3D modelisation of one eighth of 

the reactor from the core to the primary concrete, including internals and capsules which 

considers the geometrical values of pins, fuel lattice and internals at cold shutdown and a four 

sectors mesh of water temperature between two formers is sufficiently accurate at this level of 

refinement to calculate the neutron flux over 1 MeV at RPV and surveillance capsules. 
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